FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RCI Asia Pacific India Expands Vacation Options For Members With More Than 600 Affiliated Resorts In The Region

The addition of 24 newly affiliated resorts to the RCI Asia Pacific India affiliate portfolio in the first half of 2019 brings the total number of resorts in the region to 600, offering members expanded vacation options in world’s largest timeshare exchange network.

Singapore (August 13, 2019) - RCI, the global leader in vacation exchange, welcomed 24 new properties in the Asia Pacific and India region to its exchange network during the first half of 2019. This brings the total number of RCI affiliated resorts in the Asia Pacific and India region to 613 resorts – a milestone achievement for the company, which now offers members the largest portfolio of resorts in the region.

“Bringing in new and high quality resorts in sought-after destinations around the region for our 3.8 million members has always been our priority,” said Jonathan Mills, Managing Director of RCI Asia Pacific and DAE Global. “This year is RCI’s 45th anniversary and this is indeed a milestone achievement for us. In the last 18 months, we added 76 resorts to our affiliate exchange network in the Asia Pacific and India region, to offer our members a diverse array of options to suit their holiday desires.”

The 24 properties are located across a wide range of popular tourist destinations such as Vietnam, Malaysia, and China. India, in particular, saw 18 new affiliated resorts, with Mint Hotels adding 14 resorts and hotels to the RCI exchange network in city locations such as New Delhi and Mumbai. Mint Bundela Resort is less than 2 km away from Ghanati Temple and Javari Temple, which are part of the Khajuraho Group of Monuments, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

RCI also welcomed 3 new resorts in China with Libre Resort Lijiang, Beijing Lanxi Hotel and Chengdu Miao Xi Vacation Resort, which are situated in popular locations Lijiang, Beijing and Sichuan, respectively. Libre Resort Lijiang is nestled in the northwestern part of Yunnan province near UNESCO Heritage Site Dayan Ancient Town. The resort is a 25-minute drive from the Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, one of China’s top tourism destinations.

RCI added two new destinations including Mui Ne and La Gi in Vietnam through an affiliation with YES Vacations. Ocean Vista Resort is located in Southeast Vietnam, known for water activities including windsurfing, kitesurfing, sailing and other water sports. The resort is a 4.5-hour drive from Ho Chi Minh City, making it a popular weekend getaway destination for many city dwellers.
Celebrating its 45th year in 2019, RCI has delivered more than 56 million vacations to its members since the company’s founding.

For more information, visit www.RCI.com or www.RCIAffiliates.com.

About RCI

RCI is the worldwide leader in vacation exchange, housing a unique portfolio of brands. RCI pioneered the concept of vacation exchange in 1974, offering members increased flexibility and versatility with their vacation ownership experience. Today, through the RCI Weeks® program, the week-for-week exchange system, and the RCI Points® program, the industry’s first global points-based exchange system, RCI offers its approximately 3.8 million members access to more than 4,300 affiliated resorts in 110 countries. RCI’s luxury exchange program, The Registry Collection® program, is the world’s largest program of its kind with approximately 200 affiliated properties either accessible for exchange or under development on six continents. RCI’s portfolio of brands also includes Love Home Swap, one of the world’s largest home exchange programs, DAE, a direct-to-member exchange company, and @Work International, a leading provider of property management systems. RCI is part of Wyndham Destinations (NYSE: WYND). For additional information visit our media center or rciaffiliates.com. RCI also can be found on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter.
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